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ENERGY EDUCATION MATERIALS
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
by
Marcia Keizer Fraser
August, 1979
The materials created introduce intermediate elementary level children to a selected basic energy vocabulary
and to concepts of energy-environment inter-relations.

The

approach is multi-dimensional, employing a slide tape presentation, posters, charts, and vocabulary cards.

Energy

concepts and vocabulary are repeated through the various
media forms as a means to reinforce learning.

The content

tone is deliberately positive so that in the process of
gaining knowledge about energy issues, children will feel
successful, encouraging further achievement in the area of
energy education.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Environmental studies and especially a study of
energy is relevant to all aspects of everyday living.

All

systems, whether living or non-living require a continual
flow of energy or motion ceases.
This thesis was conceived as a means to provide
intermediate elementary level children with an introduction
to some basic energy vocabulary and to energy-environment
inter-relations.

It evolved over a seven year period of

involvement with children and the environment.

Experience

was gained in the classroom and in the field, mostly at
Cispus Environmental Learning Center, Randle, Washington.

1

A major need in the world today is for thoughtful and purposeful lifestyle choices regarding energy use and for understanding of the relationship of choice to environmental
1 cispus Environmental Learning Center is a million
dollar facility formerly used as a Job Corps Center.
It is
located in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, 11 miles
south of Randle.
In 1970 the Washington State Legislature
initially made funds available to the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to operate the land and buildings leased from the
U. s. Forest Service. The Cispus Center is open year-round
to all school districts in the state for environmental studies.
The center maintains an excellent library including films, as
well as a variety of study rooms. Present director, address
and phone are: Lloyd Rowley, Cispus Environmental Learning
Center, Randle, WA 98377
(206)497-7131.
·
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ethics.

It is hoped that these teaching materials will fos-

ter that type of personal and reasoned response to our
energy-environment problems.
PURPOSE
The thesis is multi-dimensional, employing a slide
tape presentation, posters, charts and vocabulary cards.

It

was so constructed in order to reach a wider range of children with diverse learning patterns and potentials.

The

working parts of the project deliberately repeat the vocabulary and concepts in the several media forms.

In addition to

an appeal to different learning levels, the repetition is a
means to reinforce the learning of the children.
The tone of the content is intended to be positive
because children learn best when they feel there is hope.
No attempt is made to emphasize the gravity of the issues,
nor to place them in a frightening, depressive or overwhelming way.

Neither is the problem aspect ignored.

Rather,

problems are presented as multiple and related issues which
require knowledge and understanding and about which important
decisions must be made.

The intention is to provide learning

experiences where students can succeed.

Success will build

and record a feeling of self-worth so that during the process
of learning about energy, there will be a carryover to
encourage further accomplishment.
The words and concepts are extremely important as
problems of energy supply and demand emerge.

It is important
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for children to gain knowledge about these issues and to feel
successful about doing so.

Intelligent, concerned, environ-

mentally aware citizens are valuable to society.

My thesis

is aimed toward that end and starts at the beginning with
children.

Chapter 2
ENERGY~ENVIRONMENT TEACHING MATERIALS
The following described materials are designed for
children in intermediate elementary school, grades four, five
and six.

They are portable, lend themselves to multiple

teaching techniques, and can be incorporated into the teaching of traditional subjects.
Vocabulary Cards
Fifty 4" x 6" elementary energy vocabulary cards are
arranged alphabetically.

They constitute the foundation for

the learning experiences.

Each card has a word or term on

the back.

See Appendix A for contents of entire deck.

The

alphabetical system of ordering is strictly for convenience.
The cards may be reordered .when there is a desire to focus
on any one aspect, e.g. fossil

fuels.

Some suggested options

for teaching are presented in Chapter 3.
Wall Charts
The four large wall charts (2' x 3') in the materials
package use words from the elementary energy vocabulary cards
in a conceptual context.
into energy flow patterns,
as Appendix B.

They show how many of the terms fit
Photos of the wall charts appear

The wall charts abbreviated descriptions are;
4
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1.

General Relationships to the Sun of Presently

Used Energy Sources

(2:5).

This chart shows in a very

general way how all of earth's major energy resources depend
on the sun in some aspect of their development.

It has a

large sun at the top with four major subdivisions of Earth,
Plants, Wind, and Water.

Below each major subdivision are

labeled illustrations of energy sources which specifically
relate to them.

Under earth:

Geothermal; Under plants:

Uranium Ore-Nuclear Fission,

Fossil Fuels, Coal, Natural Gas,

Oil, Gasoline, Wood, Food,Animals, Garbage; Under Wind:
Ocean Currents; Under Water:

Ocean Currents, Tides, Hydro-

electric.
It should be noted here that it is arguable whether
geothermal power relates to the sun, depending on which
school of thought one embraces.
implying the relationship.

It is placed under Earth

Students may be informed that

no relationship to the sun may also be correct.

2.

Integrated Energy Supply Model U&2).

This chart

displays the total array of energy resources, giving a general
and comprehensive picture of the energy environment in which
we live.

It is a more sophisticated chart than the others

and may need more intensive explanation and studying time.
It will need to be used after some information work with the
vocabulary cards so that it will not overwhelm the students.
However, relationships of energies to their sources can be
explored step by step.

The chart is color keyed for this
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purpose.

It will be especially helpful for card reordering

as suggested in number 8 in Chapter 3.
3.

Energy Flow in the Food System (2:108).

This

chart shows energy use and inter-relationships in the food
system from supplier to farmer and farmer to consumer.

It

illuminates the fact that the energy used on the farm is
only a small fraction of the total energy required to produce
food when the system depends on specialization, mechanization
and transport.

It is a good chart to use in conjunction with

Chart 4 because it elaborates on some of the same energy
flows with emphasis on the original ones.
4.

Diagram of a Big Mac Hamburger.

The energy

required for fast food at a more specific level is illustrated by the Big Mac.

Though necessarily abbreviated it

shows the complicated energy flow and suggests the total
energy use is very great.

Energy processes at the origin

of the flow are commonly unseen and unnoticed.

These

abstractions are exposed in the Big Mac Chart.
Elementary Environmental Ethics
The third component of the materials package includes
an Elementary Environmental Ethics slide/tape show, three 4'
x 6' wall posters and five illustrated 4" x 6" cards which
are miniatures of the wall posters.
1.

The slide/tape show contains color slides to

illustrate and accompany a taped reading of Chief Seattle's
speech to Governor Isaac Stevens of Washington Territory
in 1854.

See Appendix C for script of speech.
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2.

The three 4' x 6' wall posters are illustrated

excerpts from the same Chief Seattle speech and are also
reproduced as five 4" x 6" cards.
graphs of posters.

See Appendix D for photo ....

Chapter 3
TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHER USE
Each teacher can invent and adapt techniques for
making use of these or similar teaching materials,

The

following suggestions are offered as beginning points.

The

response of the children may require modification of any
approach.
Uses for Elementary Energy
Vocabulary Cards and Charts
When a child first learns a new word, he/she may
use it repeatedly, applying it in as many ways as possible.
This is a useful strategy for exploring its meaning and for
broadening conceptual knowledge.

The Elementary Energy

Vocabulary Cards are a way to start this process to expand
knowledge about energy.
The vocabulary card deck is versatile in application.
It can be handled individually by students or it can be used
in group situations.

Individual use makes available self-

paced absorption of information on the cards.

Some children

benefit from this approach and it is important for the teacher
to realize which ones do, to assess their capabilities, and
to provide enough material to challenge without overwhelming
them.

All of the cards need not be used at once.

The deck

is intended to be flexibly applied as supplementary or
8
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primary energy material.

Reading through the cards (See

Appendix A) will suggest their purpose and usefulness.

They

may be of value in presenting new information, clarifying
meanings, dispelling misconceptions and developing more
fully, half-formed ideas about the words and terms.

They

may be used extensively in conjunction with the other energy
studies materials.
The following suggestions provide a starting point
for any teacher's use of the elementary energy vocabulary
cards:
1.

Introduce the cards to the class explaining that

they are like a portable, mini-dictionary on energy and related subjects.

Read through the cards with the class hold-

ing each card up individually.

Ask them to explain what the

definition of each word or phrase on a card might be.

Allow

the students to formulate their concept of the definition and
then have them read the back of the card to see if their
definition was basically correct.

Did they extend and

enlarge it or fall short of the definition on the card?

Be

very encouraging and remember to build on every shred of
accurate information provided by the students.
Keep the deck available for reference in the room
after it has been introduced as in Number 1 above.

It will

be helpful while studying energy and the environment from
other sources.
One highly recommended other source is Energy, Food
and You which covers an extraordinary amount of information
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on energy with versatile, excellent quality teacher and
student materials.

It was very well written for teachers

by teachers and coordinated by Christina Peterson and Tony
Angell.

This one received my highest recommendation because

it is simply the most useful in that it assumes no previous
energy education and because it is the most complete.

Other

sources which are good are listed in the bibliography as
numbers 4, 7, 15, 16, 18, 20, and 21.

Numbers 4 and 16 are

the Washington and Oregon Sun Day calendars which have
excellent exercises for energy conscious citizens as well
as a wealth of information for use in the home or classroom
which will increase awareness and knowledge about energy.
These calendars are working collections of information, well
worth saving as reference materials and great to use along
with the Elementary Energy Vocabulary Cards.

Numbers 7 and

21 are more narrowly applied sources of energy materials,
though they are also excellent teaching materials and may be
especially appropriate in some cases.

The Energy Challenge,

listed as number 7 in the bibliography, is more sophisticated
and should be used for an advanced group of students who are
well on their way to understanding energy beyond the basics.
Your Energy World, listed as number 21 in the bibliography,
is a series of good materials in four separate units of four
or five dittos per unit and implies also some fundamental
knowledge of energy issues.

While Energy, Food and You

could be used in conjunction with the materials created for
this thesis project, the others need background studies.
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This does not mean to suggest they are not excellent materials in their own right.
Listed as number 20 in the bibliography, Bonnie
Trach's A Collection of Ideas for Use at Cispus Environmental Center, has broader appeal than the title suggests.
Her vignette type lesson plans are imaginative and very
useful for classroom studies or school grounds exploration
or for possible use in other outdoor situations.
All of the National Science Teachers Association
materials are well written and have a broad range of useful
application.
3.

Play
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Around the World" with the cards, that is,

have the class sit in a circle with one person standing on
the outside of the group.

The single person stands behind

another person in the circle and as a card is flashed by the
teacher in the circle's center, the two challenge each other
for the most accurate definition of the term.

The one who

is the most accurate moves on to the next person in the
circle and the procedure is repeated.

If the sitting person

does a more accurate definition of a card, then he/she trades
places with the one standing.

The object, of course, is to

remain standing all the way "Around the World" - i.e., group.
4.

Post five or ten of the cards for a week on a

bulletin board, allowing the students to study them during
the week.

They may wish to copy the definitions and spell~

ings of the words for their personal use or practice flashing them to each other for practice in learning the
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definitions and spelling.

On Friday, give a test of the

posted words, spellings and meanings.
words in context for practice.

Have them use the

During the week, use them

yourself in context while preparing the class for the test.
5.

In conjunction with the above number 4, have

the students make copies of the existing cards at the rate
of five or ten cards per week.
student

In five to ten weeks, each

will have his own deck for reference and study

application.
6.

They may also provide their own illustrations.
Put up the wall charts.

Explain them (see wall

charts under Chapter 2 and Appendix B).

Tell the children

to refer to the charts when using the cards to see the
terms conceptually and/or in context.

For example, have

the children note how many places in Chart 3 "Energy Flow
in Food Production," oil and/or oil products are used.

Do

the same for electricity and discuss which energy sources
might have produced the electricity.
along this line.
Flow Diagram."

Make other connections

Do the same with Chart 4, "Big Mac Energy
Go through Chart 1
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General Relationships

to the Sun of Presently Used Energy Sources" and Chart 2,
"Integrated Energy Supply Model" to trace back to original
sources.

Use charts 1 and 2 to tie related sources together.

Show how the charts are basically alike except that Chart
2 is more complicated and specific.
deck which match words on the charts.
with the cards.

Take cards from the
Explain the charts

Explain the cards with the charts. Encour-

age children when they make correct and appropriate
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deductions from this interchange and connections exercise.
Tell them that they are showing tangible signs of their
increasing understanding and accumulating knowledge.
7.
student.

Try this game.

Pin one card on the back of each

Do not let them see the card.

Have the students

ask questions of each other which have yes/no answers to
find out
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what" or "who" they are.

The questions and answers

will help them make discoveries about the terms which will
broaden their concepts of them and strengthen and develop
additional use.

Remind the children to check over the charts

available to help them formulate their questions and answers.
8.

Encourage students to systemize their decks of

cards into certain subject areas to strengthen their concepts
and knowledge.

For example:

Ask that the students place in

a separate group, all of the cards which relate to fossil
fuels; all of the cards which describe air polluting energy
sources; all of the cards which relate

to solar energy;

all of the cards which describe temporary energy sources/
permanent energy sources; all of the cards which describe
combustible fuels; all of the cards which describe renewable
resources/non renewable resources; resources that can be
conserved, etc.
relationships.

The charts available will help them see such
Exploration of other energy education mate~

rials will turn up many more,
9.

Have the students make original posters or books

or reports from the groupings suggested above.

Relate the

terms wherever possible and profitable for furthering the
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students knowledge of them.

Successful learning and use

will foster confidence in their intellectual growth and an
ability to tackle more complicated material to further their
knowledge.

Relate other energy studies materials to the use

of the cards.
10.

Have the children read newspaper and/or magazine

articles you find in which the terms are used.

Have them

find their own articles with use of the words.

Post and

discuss their articles.

Praise good work and encourage

progress.
11.

Use the charts in conjunction with numbers

7, 8, and 9.

s,

6,

Refer to the charts when explanations of their

type are necessary while studying energy.

Make more charts

as the need arises and/or have the students make them as
projects.

Make sure they are well researched and contain

accurate information that you and the students fully understand.
Uses for Elementary Environmental
Ethics Material
A second aspect of the materials is concerned with
environmental ethics.

It is as important as any material a

child may be exposed to when learning about the environment.
No other teaching materials called environmental ethics
have been created for children.

Ethics are suggested in

some curriculum materials and choices are implied, but is
as far as they go.
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I believe ethics are inherent in the study of the
environment and so must be incorporated as such.

This

package of materials approaches this complicated and confounding issue in a very simplistic way.

It includes one

slide and tape show of Chief Seattle's speech to Governor
Isaac Stevens of Washington Territory in 1854.

Governor

Stevens has asked Chief Seattle to sell his land to the
government and the Chief concedes that if he doesn't sell
his land, it will be taken anyway.

But before it gets

transferred, he has some words for the Governor.

They are

about the land he loves, but which he has never thought of
as "his property."
Reconstructed in the tape are the major parts of his
speech which suggest a very close relationship to the earth
environment.

The Chief expresses also some of the fears he

has for the land because of those who do not understand or
respect that relationship.

He talks of some very simple

ethics he considers important.

Since Chief Seattle's grammar

and ideas are very basic and child-like, children can learn
about an earth ethic from them.

Perhaps in their own time

and place and scope, they can relate and apply some of Chief
Seattle's ideas.

Hopefully, it will foster some mental and

emotional stimulation for those who can learn from such a
technique.

It is also hoped that eventually the concept of

voluntary restraints or ethics may be exercised when they
make trade-offs and choices and decisions about the
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environment.

The reconstructed speech in script form is in

Appendix C.
1.

Tell the class they will be viewing a slide show

with some words to go with the pictures.

Ask them to think

about why someone might have said the things on the tape.
Show it two or three times until the class has a chance to
become familiar with the words and pictures.
2.
the earth.

Discuss with the class the ways they feel about
Have them write some ways they feel about the

earth.
3.

Explain that ethics are voluntary and are based

on a value system.

A value system may have beneficial

environmental influences if it is based on thoughtful and
wholistic attitudes toward the environment.

Discuss how

the person of the slide show uses ethics in his speech.

How

could we use them today regarding our environment?
Provide some examples of ethics they can presently
apply.

For example, recycling of aluminum because it is much

more energy conservative, efficient and responsible than
dumping it, represents an ethic.

It can be elaborated on by

showing the relationship to the environmental degradation
litter imposes.

Sensible eating of food, much of which is

produced low on the food chain and by local producers, will
save energy in production and transport.
require effort and conscious decisions.
such saving requires an ethic.

These eating habits
The will to practice

The same is true for buying

and consuming sensibly with the knowledge that elaborate and
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unnecessary articles consume resources unnecessarily, and so
on for many aspects of life.

Refer the children to Chart 3,

"Energy Flow in the :Food System"and Chart 4, "Diagram of the
Big Mac Hamburger •. '1 These will help to illustrate the ethical
Use Energy, :Food and You sections G, H, I, J, and

concepts.

K to provide a comprehensive background for energy and food
ethics.

Elaborate and expand this exercise in lots of ways.

For example, prepare edibles in class from Diet for a Small
Planet.

Tell about Francis Moore-Lappe's dedication to

conservation and nutrition and about her solution to some
enormously unethical uses of food in the United States.

This

will require that you read the opening chapters in her book.
You may be able to do this in part with the students.
4.

Apply ethics to as many life situations as pos-

sible in class and call to their attention the ethics implied
in current events worldwide.

Continue to probe and question

and get the children thinking about ethics.

Read excerpts

from Should Trees Have Standing and other material regarding
man's use of the environment.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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APPENDIX A
Contents of Elementary Energy
Vocabulary Cards
The following is the contents of Elementary Energy Vocabulary
Cards:
Air Pollution:
Most energy is produced by burning fossil fuels and
whenever combustion takes place, pollutants are
released into the atmosphere: carbon monoxide,sulphur
dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons
and ash. Millions of tons of these pollutants are
given off into the air each year as the result of
using energy.
See: combustion.
Alternate Energy Source:
Alternate energy sources are substitutes for the energy
sources we now use extensively. Solar, wind, wave,
geothermal and biofuels are substitutes or alternate
energy sources for coal, oil, natural gas, hydro, and
nuclear power.
Since most of our present energy
sources are finite, polluting and/or harmful to the
environment in a number of ways, many believe we
should be working toward better application and use
of alternate energy sources, which are for the most
part renewable and much less polluting and harmful
to the environment.
Atom:
An atom is the basic building block of all matter.
It is the smallest particle of a chemical element
(like iron, gold, uranium, hydrogen) that still has
the properties of that element.
Atomic Energy:
Atomic energy is energy that can be freed and used
by changes in the nucleus of an atom.
See: fission,
fusion, nuclear power, atom.
Biosphere:
The biosphere is the part of the earth where life can
exist which is almost everywhere! The biosphere is
where plants and animals and people live and grow.
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APPENDIX A (cont.)
It is where rivers are and mountains,
It extends
into towns and cities, vacant lots, deserts, polar
regions and the sky! The biosphere is all around us.
Breeder Reactor;
A breeder reactor is a nuclear reactor that makes
more nuclear fuel than it uses by changing certain
atoms that will not split into atoms that will split.
B.T.U.:
B.T.U. means British Thermal Unit.
It is the amount
of tteat necessarv to raise the temperature of one
pound of water 1° F.
B.T.U. is used to calculate the amount of energy used
in certain situations.
B.T.U.s can be converted to other energy units such
as kilowatt hours, joules, calories, metric tons,
cubic feet, etc. Usually a conversion chart is used
to do this.
Coal:
Coal is a solid black rock-like material we use as
fuel. Coal is formed from the fossils of plants and
animals that lived hundreds of millions of years ago.
Coal is burned to produce heat which is sometimes
used to turn turbines which generate electricity
for us to use.
Coal is a non-renewable fossil fuel (so please go
turn off the dinosaurs!)
See: Non-renewable, fossil
fuel, electricity.
Combustible:
Combustible means capable of burning. Many of our
resources are combustible like coal, oil and natural
gas. Most energy is produced by burning fossil
fuels and whenever combustion takes place, pollutants
are released into the atmosphere. See: Air pollution,
fossil fuels.
Conservation:
Conservation is wise use of existing resources, being
careful not to waste them or destroy them unnecessarily. Conservation is replenishing resources whenever
possible.
A conservationist is a person who believes in conservation. Are you a conservationist? Conservationists
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APPENDIX A (cont.)
are needed to help the energy situation. You should
be a conservationist! Conservation is one of our
greatest energy sources. Its effectiveness depends
on our application and use of its principles.
Crisis:
A crisis is an unstable or crucial ~ime or state of
affairs. We are having an energy crisis now.
It is
an unstable and crucial time as so much of our lives
are based on the constant use of lots of energy.
Energy use (consumption) is always growing while
energy supplies are dwindling.
Can you think of some helpful solutions to the problems of the energy crisis? See: Population explosion,
conservation.
Ecology:
Ecology is a branch of science concerned with the
whole or patterns of relations between organisms and
their environments. Ecology is the study of all
things connected on earth. Ecology scientists are
called ecologists.
Electricity:
Electricity is a flow of electrically .charged particles along a conductor. Electricity is usually the
end result of many unseen processes. Coal mines,
hydroelectric dams, oil wells, nuclear plants all
operate to provide electricity for you and me!
Energy:
Energy is the ability to do work. A useful kind of
energy is one that has a high capacity for doing work.
Some forms of energy are less useful than others.
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Energy Pie:
Energy pies are useful diagrams made to illustrate
percentage uses of energy. Here is an example of an
energy pie for world population and world resource
use:
U.S.
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Entropy:
Entropy is heat loss.
Every form of energy produces
some heat and some of that heat is always lost in the
process.
It gets away no matter how efficient the
energy system. That loss of heat is called entropy.
The less entropy, the more efficient a system of
energy is.
Environment:
The environment is your surroundings. Your environment is all around you.
Your environment may be
different from the environment of an Eskimo child
or the environment of a river rock or the environment
of a soil organism. There are many different kinds
of environments. Physical, biological and cultural
environments differ sometimes a little, sometimes a
lot!
Exponential Growth:
Exponential or geometric growth is the unique way
populations of organisms tend to grow. For example,
if the first generation is two, the second may be
four, the third eight, the fourth sixteen, and so on.
This is because living populations grow by multiplying. Geometric or exponential growth is often contrasted with arithmetic growth which is growth by
addition.
2x2x2~2 • • • is the formula for exponential growth,
2+2+2+2 • • • is the formula for
arithmetic growth, which is growth at a constant rate
rather than an increasing rate. With exponential
growth, at first nothing much appears to happen. Then
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there is a catastrophic change in the size of the
numbers. See; Population explosion~
Finite:
Finite means having a definite limit.
It means there
is an end.
(The opposite of finite if infinite.)
Most of the world's fuel supplies and energy resources
are finite. Many people use them as if they were
infinite, or never ending. A good way to use finite
resources is conservatively, or with conservation.
See: Infinite, conservation.
Fission:
Fission is the splitting of the nucleus or center of
one atom into two or more smaller atoms. Fission
releases large quantities of energy.
Fossil Fuel:
A fossil fuel is any fuel formed from the fossils of
plants and animals that lived and died and were
pressed into the earth over millions of years. Some
fossil fuels we use the most to produce energy are
coal, oil, or petroleum and natural gas. They are
called primary fuels also because we use them so much.
Fuel:
Fuel is a material used to produce heat or power by
burning or combustion. Fuel can be stored energy
too.
It does not necessarily need to be burned. An
example of this is uranium. Some combustible fuels
we use are wood, coal, oil, natural gas, food. Many
fuels are used to produce energy on a large scale.
See: Combustible, coal.
Fusion:
Fusion is the union or putting together of atomic
nuclei to form heavier nuclei resulting in the release
of enormous quantities of energy when certain light
elements unite, See; Nuclear power, fission, radioactive wastes, plutonium.
Geothermal Energy:
Geothermal energy is heat energy produced deep within
the earth. Geo means earth. Thermal means heat.
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Hydroelectric Power:
Hydro(water) electric power is the energy we get
from harnessing a rushing river with a dam. The
river water captured behind the dam is channeled
through gates and turns turbines which activate
generators which generate electricity. The electricity goes through wires which are connected to other
wires which eventually may connect to your electrical
system at home. Or maybe at the place where you shop
or maybe to a factory or other place where electricity
is used. There are many dams on the Columbia River
in Washington where hydroelectricity is produced.
See: Water power, electricity.
Infinite:
Infinite means endless. Infinite means forever.
Many people use the world's resources as if they were
infinite or able to last forever.
The world's
resources we use today are not infinite. This means
we must use them with conservation. See: Conservation, finite.
Kinetic Energy:
Kinetic energy is the energy of an object in motion.
The water droplets in a waterfall have kinetic energy.
Natural Gas:
Natural gas is a fossil fuel which is found under the
surface of the earth. People drill wells to reach it
and use it to burn as a heating fuel. Natural gas
heats homes and buildings. It is used as the raw
material in the petrochemical industry to make fertilizer and cellophane. See: Fossil fuel, petrochemicals.
Naturalist:
A naturalist is a person who studies nature which is
unaltered by the influences of civilization and
society.
Natural Resources;
Natural resources are goods and conditions that man
uses to serve his wants and needs. Mineral deposits,
water, the sun, forests, oil, coal, natural gas, air,
earth - these are all natural resources.
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Natural Uranium:
Natural uranium is uranium as it is found in the
ground.
It is a mixture of two types of uranium
atoms. Less than one percent of the atoms in natural
uranium are the kind that will produce energy in a
nuclear reactor.
Net energy:
Net energy is the energy that is left over from a
system that we can use after the energy losses in
changing the energy from the original to the final
form are subtracted.
Total energy output
-Total energy input
Net energy
Non-renewable:
Non-renewable means that once it is used up, as in
the case of some fuels, there is no more. Fossil
fuels are non-renewable.
It took millions of years
to make the oil, coal, and natural gas we are burning today. When we finally use it all up, there will
be no more for millions of more years to come. We
cannot make more of a non~renewable resource quickly
so we call it non-renewable. See: Finite.
Nuclear Power:
The energy produced by splitting atoms in a nuclear
reactor is called nuclear power.
It is extremely
potent. Nuclear power carries with it the potential
for extensive destruction. Wastes from nuclear power
plants remain radioactive (highly poisonous) for a
quarter of a million years. This means humans are
faced with a profoundly heavy responsibility- future
generations of all living things for 240,000 years when using this power source.
See: Plutonium, alternate energy source, radioactive wastes.
Oil Shale:
Oil shale is rock formed by silt and mud settling to
the bottom of ancient seas that contains a substance
called kerogen which is similar to crude oil. Oil
can be removed from the oil shale by heating.
It is
then used to make products like gasoline and kerosene. There is a lot of oil shale in Colorado.
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Petrochemicals:
Petrochemicals are chemicals removed from crude oil
at the refinery and used to make a wide range of
products such as plastics, synthetic fibers, detergents and drugs.
Petrochemical products frequently
replace products from renewable resources like wood,
wool, cotton, beef tallow for soap, etc. with nonrenewable resource products made from oil.
Photosynthesis:
Photosynthesis is the process green plants use to
turn sunshine into chemical energy. Photosynthesis
uses solar energy (sunshine) to change carbon dioxide
and water into oxygen and energy producing food!
Plutonium:
Plutonium is a heavy, man-made, radioactive metal
that can be used for fuel in a nuclear reactor.
Plutonium is responsible for the main radioactive
wastes from nuclear power plants.
It is extremely
dangerous to the biosphere and must be kept in
isolated storage for a quarter of a million years.
See: Radioactive wastes, biosphere.
Population Explosion:
The population explosion is the over abundance of
organisms (for this example, people) by geometric or
exponential growth, as opposed to arithmetic growth.
The world people population is growing exponentially.
This means that now its size is doubling every thirty
years. If there are three billion people on the earth
now, in thirty years there will be six billion, (or
four billion and eight billion). Population tends to
grow exponentially, while food production increases
in a way similar to arithmetic growth. What does this
mean to you? Humans have the reasoning power to limit
the growth of their population without catastrophic
means. Still, the human population grows - exponentially. What does this mean for you? See; Exponential growth.
Potential Energy:
Potential energy is the stored energy an object has
because of its relative position. The water at the
top of a darn has much potential energy because of
its high relative position.
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Preservation:
Preservation is the act of keeping something safe
from injury, harm, or destruction. Many people are
preservationists. They are trying to keep the earth
and its living things safe from destruction.
Radioactive Wastes:
Radioactive wastes are a by-product of producing
power by splitting atoms in a nuclear power plant.
Some of these materials are highly radioactive
(poisonous) and are extremely harmful to the biosphere. They may stay radioactive for two hundred
and fifty thousand years.
See: Radioactive, biosphere, plutonium.
Recycle:
Recycle means to use again; to use over and over; to
use more than once or for more than one purpose.
When you recycle your aluminum cans, for example,
they are melted down to make new ones.
This process
takes 95% less energy than mining the bauxite which
is reduced to alumina which is fused electrically
into aluminum to make new cans. Recycling is a great
energy saver!
Recycling is a good example of conservation.
See: Conservation.
Strip or Surface Mining:
Strip or surface mining is mining for coal or useful
ores by removing the soil and rocks found above them
rather than tunneling underground. Many people
believe it is a terrible way to get coal because it
destroys the land.
Now efforts are being made to
reclaim the land, that is, to put back the rocks and
soil removed to get the coal and to plant trees or
other natural plants to make the land natural looking
again.
Sometimes land is reclaimed, sometimes it is
not.
Sometimes reclaiming works, sometimes it
doesn't, depending on climate, etc.
Solar Energy:
Solar energy is energy which comes from the sun.
Solar means sun. Ultimately all sources of energy
originated with the sun. Oil, coal, gas, wind,
water, geothermal and all of the rest depended
first on the sun for their existence.
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The First Law of Thermodynamics;
The first law of thermodynamics states that energy
can neither be created nor destroyed. Energy can
only be transformed from one form to another.
Thermal Pollution:
Thermal pollution is the harmful effect to the
environment that may be produced by the warm water
released by power plants into nearby lakes, rivers
or oceans. The warm water is too warm for fish and
other animal and plant aquatic life. Another form
of thermal pollution is waste irrigation water.
When it runs off the land, back into its final water
system, it heats that system because it is very warm
from the heat of the sun. As it came off the irrigated land, the sun heated it.
Water Power:
The power of running water comes from the sun.* The
sun evaporates water from the ocean and wind carries
it as water vapor over the land. When the water
falls as rain or snow, it eventually flows into
streams and rivers. Sometimes dams are built across
rivers harnessing them to make hydroelectricity.*
Can you see that water power is a clean source of
energy? What problems might there be with it.
See: Solar energy.
Wind Power:
Wind power is a form of solar energy.* The sun's
ray's heat the earth unevenly. Warm air rises causing wind currents. These air currents cause most of
the wind on our planet. We can use some of the wind
as it blows by.
It can turn the arms of windmills
which turn turbines to generate power. Can you see
that wind power is a non-polluting, renewable* energy
source? Can anyone buy or sell the wind? Can anyone
own the wind? See: Solar energy, renewable resource.
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APPENDIX B
PHOTOGRAPHS OF WALL CHARTS
1.

General Relationships to the Sun of Presently
Used Energy Sources

2.

Integrated Energy Supply Model

3.

Energy Flow in the Food System

4.

Diagram of a Big Mac Hamburger
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APPENDIX C
RECONSTRUCTED SPEECH FROM CHIEF SEATTLE TO GOVERNOR
ISAAC STEVENS, WASHINGTON TERRITORY IN 1854 AS
USED IN SLIDES AND TAPE FOR ELEMENTARY
ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
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Reconstructed speech from Chief Seattle to Governor Isaac I.
Stevens, Washington Territory in 1854 as used in slide tape
show for thesis.
"How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of land? The
idea is strange to us. Every part of this earth is sacred to
my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore,
every mist in the dark woods, every clearing, and humming
insect is holy in the memory and experience of my people.
The sap which courses through the trees carries the memory
of us.
We are part of the earth and it is part of us. The perfumed
flowers are our sisters, the deer, the horse, the great
eagle, these are our brothers. The rocky crests, the juices
in the meadows, the body heat of the pony, and the man, all
belong to the same family.
We know that some do not understand our ways. One portion of
land is the same to them as the next, for they are strangers
who come in the night and take from the land whatever they
need. The earth is not their brother, but their enemy and
when they have conquered it, they move on.
The air is precious to us, for all things share the same
breath. The beast, the tree, the man, they all share the same
breath . . . some do not notice the air they breathe.
We must treat the beasts of this land as our brothers. What
is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, man
would die from a great loneliness of spirit. For whatever
happens to the beasts, soon happens to man. All things are
connected.
So that they will respect the land, tell your children what
we have taught our children, that the earth is our mother.
Whatever befalls the earth, befalls the sons of the earth.
If men spit upon the ground, they spit upon themselves.
This we know. The earth does not belong to man: man belongs
to the earth. This we know. All things are connected like
the blood that unites one family. All things are connected.
To harm the earth is to heap contempt on its creator.
One thing we know. Our god is the same God, This earth is
precious to Him. No one can be exempt from the common des~
tiny of the sons of the earth. We must be brothers after
all. We shall see."

APPENDIX D
SLIDES AND TAPE FOR ELEMENTARY ENVIRONMENTAL
ETHICS PRESENTATION
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Please note: Slide images were omitted due to copyright concerns.

APPENDIX E
PHOTOGRAPHS OF POSTERS AND CARDS FOR
ELEMENTARY ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
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